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Written Outline of Prepared Oral Testimony
A.

What’s good about it . . .
1. The Principles –
a. The ED shows respect for: Concept 4 by putting a pension liability on the balance sheet,
b. The ED shows respect for: the characteristic of comparability by selecting one actuarial cost
method
c. The ED shows respect for: the concept of the cost of services by recognizing the career-long
exchange, which led you inexorably to a level % of pay model found in the entry age normal
cost method, and
d. The ED shows respect for: the cost to taxpayers by recognizing the pension fund’s efficacy in
reducing the costs to taxpayers, which led you to adopting the LTeROR as the primary basis
for discounting the attributed costs
2. The Discount rate methodology. This captures the heart of these principles. While the
methodology can be a bit complex in some situations (quite simple in others), I think there is plenty
of time to educate the actuaries and others about it.
3. The Measurement Approach selected was the expected fulfillment cost while the market value of
liability was rejected – more about this in a moment.
4. The accountability comparison of the ACEC (actuarially calculated employer contribution) to the
actual employer contributions was critical to include in the RSI. You might consider changing the
name to actuarially determined employer contribution – ADEC or actuarially based employer
contribution – ABEC.

B.

Speaking to the alternative view . . . The balance of my prepared remarks are for the benefit of those
who voted against the LTeROR as the basis for determining the discount rate [without naming names].
I think all three of you would have voted for a govt borrowing rate for the entire TPL.
1. The Pension Fund’s Role. One of you said, “It’s just a liability”, intending it should be measured
standing alone, without acknowledgment of the pension fund’s ability to lower the long-term cost
to taxpayers. Of course, you advocate offsetting the calculated liability later by an asset figure.
a. You decoupled of the liability measurement from the pension fund’s ability to reduce the cost
to taxpayers.
b. But the ultimate actual cost to taxpayers is inextricably linked to the pension fund’s investment
ability.
c. Surely, surely, any financial statement liability is intended to measure the cost to taxpayers.
d. Consider the cost to taxpayers over past 50 years of two identical employee groups and plan
benefits. Employer A’s plan – actuarially funded and invested in a balanced portfolio of, say,
50/50 stocks/bonds. An otherwise-identical Employer B’s plan that has been unfunded.

Employer A’s taxpayers have paid a lot less for their plan (and will continue to pay a lot less in
the future) than Employer B’s taxpayers. Therefore, driven by the “cost to taxpayers” as a
principled objective, Employer A’s financial statements over the years, should reflect a lower
pension liability than Employer B’s. If the pension fund has the ability (under reasonable
expectations) to lower the cost to taxpayers, that ability should be baked into the liability
measurement approach.
Discounting the entire expected pension stream at a govt borrowing rate, without regard to the
pension fund’s ability to reduce the cost to taxpayers, is not a fair representation of the cost to
taxpayers.
e. The annual (or daily) rise and fall of muni yields does not change the cost to taxpayers. The
present value of a benefit stream discounted at a muni yield would be the cost to taxpayers only
if the obligation were settled and transferred to another entity at that yield rate – and that
seldom ever happens.
f. Roughly speaking, 50% to 80% of a plan’s benefits are paid for by investment returns.
Ignoring the power of the pension fund to lower the cost to taxpayers is like ignoring the 5-ton
elephant in the room.
2. Market Value of Liability. You voted “against” using the LTeROR as the basis for the TPL
discounting.
a. Some of you expressed a rejection of a default-free rate, in favor of a govt borrowing rate. But
if you think that choosing a govt borrowing rate instead of a default-free rate means you
rejected the market value of liability model, you are mistaken. Discounting the whole liability
at a govt borrowing rate as observed in the market on the reporting date is still a market value
of the liability model – just using a different discount rate from that which is espoused by
certain financial economists.
b. It is different only because you believe that a better proxy for the market is the govt borrowing
rate rather than default-free. It’s still a market value model. It reflects the trading prices in the
muni bond market. It changes for every year’s reporting date.
c. Do you believe that everything that appears as an asset or as a liability should be valued at a
fair market value? Everything? What happened to a mixed attribute model? Why is this
variation of a fair value measurement approach appropriate for pension plans and not for other
assets or liability which are not for sale or exchange?
d. Govts do not settle their pension obligations in a single sum market transaction. Any variation
of a market-consistent value (whether using default-free or govt borrowing rates) does not
“fairly represent” the balance sheet liability, because it does not reflect the manner in which the
obligation is discharged; it does not reflect the deferred nature of the employee/employer
exchange that gives rise to the obligation.
3. Expected Fulfillment Cost: The right measurement approach.
a.

“Cost”. The thing that goes on the balance sheet should represent the present value of the
“cost to taxpayers”, recognizing the efficacy of the pension fund to reduce the cost to
taxpayers. Any variation of the MVL (whether based on default-free or govt borrowing rates
observed on the reporting date) is not a measurement of the cost to taxpayers.
b. “Fulfillment”. We should be measuring the cost to taxpayers for fulfilling the obligation under
the terms of the er/ee exchange transaction – that is, the accruing obligation is deferred then
fulfilled a little at a time over a long period of time.
c. “Expected”. Not a worst-case scenario. While I am conservative for funding purposes, for
accounting and financial reporting, we should not be deliberately conservative. We should be
using a best estimate or an expected present value of the fulfillment cost to taxpayers.
d. The expected fulfillment cost is the measurement approach that is most consistent with
government accounting principles.

